
Teaching Kit for Seek OUT! nature adventure game
Welcome to Seek OUT! I designed this game to support educators in teaching science in an
outdoor classroom. I used NGSS to create the framework that leads the players through
discovery and inquiry. The following are activities that you can interweave into your current
lesson scaffolding. If you already use outdoor spaces for teaching (hooray!) I hope this game
will inspire and expand your current scope. If you have not yet led students on a nature walk or
taught in an outdoor classroom that this is your gateway to try it out.

Teaching Kit includes:
3 Copies of Seek OUT! game
1 Drawstring backpack
This Teacher’s Guide

Seek OUT! game includes:
30 Seek OUT! cards
1 carry pouch
1 crib card
Instructions

Begin by familiarizing yourself with the cards, reading the instruction booklet, and reading over
the crib card. This will give you a Quick Starter method and full instructions for playing the game
as well as some easy access tips. The crib card is a small cheat sheet to remind you are the
very basic way to get a game of Seek OUT! started. Keep it with the deck for quick reference.
Depending on the class size you can use one or more decks. Use the game and activities with
groups big and small depending if you want to encourage more individual work or more group
learning and discussions.

Activities for Lesson Integration
1. Field Journal -The most engaging way to expand Seek OUT! for teaching science

outdoors is to pair the game with a field journal or nature journal. Although the game’s
only required supplies are the cards and curious minds a field journal for each student
can be a powerful addition to turn the game into a lasting learning tool. The students do
not need anything fancy. A hardcover, blank-paged notebook, and pencil are a great
place to start. Returning to the same field journal to keep observations made both with
and without Seek OUT! will enrich your scientific and cross-discipline teachings. Field
journals encourage students to synthesize literacy, art, science, math, and critical
thinking. As students seek out natural wonders and record their observations they build
their capacity to focus and develop their abilities to recognize cross-cutting relationships
in the real world. One of the keys to maximizing the benefits of a filed journal is
consistency. Build in a journaling habit for the students. The repetition builds confidence
in students who think they can not draw or write well.

2. Structure and Function- One of the easiest ways to introduce students to the basics of
keeping a field journal is INIWIRMO.  (This is a technique codified by John Muir Laws



and his work with the Lawrence Hall of Science in Berkeley, CA, for supporting teachers
in science and outdoor instruction.) INIWIRMO is a set of prompts for students to answer
on the pages of their journals. They complete each of the following sentences: “I
notice……, I wonder……, It reminds me of………” To use this with Seek OUT!
distribute cards to students. Once they have located the Find on the card have them
write out the INIWIRMO sentences. They can then elaborate with drawings, charts, more
writing, or diagrams. INIWIRMO encourages curious thinking and observations. Students
can dive deep into “ I wonder….” about the structure and functions of each organism or
aspect shown on the cards. No one needs (including the instructors) to have the
answers. The crucial learning is in asking all the questions. “It reminds me of” will guide
students to make connections with other disciplines like technology or geometry.

3. Categorizing- Pick a theme for investigation: Local Animal Community, Cause and
Effect, or Exploring with 5 Senses, for example. Choose cards that are relevant to the
theme. Have class split into groups and distribute 1 or more of these cards. The group
seeks what is illustrated on a card and records the Find in their journals. When the
groups finish they return to the circle and share what they observed and recorded. Use
the lower part of the cards (Fun Facts, I Wonder, and Dig In) to have students ask
questions of one another.

4. Patterns, Stability, and Change-  Returning to the same place at different times of the
day or during different seasons can provide lots of fodder for exploring patterns and
change over time. Bring the cards to the same location on multiple days. Choose
between the same time of day or a very different time of day.  Over time students will
build data they can visualize and analyze for further learning.

5. Systems and Relationships- The cards are roughly divided into themes. These are
delineated by the color of the card’s background. Reds = animals, Greens =
plants/fungus, Blues = features, Browns = minerals/water.  Divide the cards by color and
have a group of students work with all the cards of a single color at once. Have students
look for a Find for each card. Next, ask them to share with their group and discuss how
each object/place found relates to the others in the group.  Is there an obvious order to
the Finds or are they interconnected in many ways? Can each student represent the
relationships with simple drawings, diagrams, or charts?

Further outdoor classroom resources:
• Tips on managing a class outdoors http://www.csgn.org/outdoor-classroom-management
• Learning outdoors https://www.greenschoolyards.org/introarticles
• Outdoor classroom case study
https://www.childrenandnature.org/wp-content/uploads/Case-Study-Education-Outside.pdf
• How to Teach Nature Journaling, by John Muir Laws and Emilie Lygren

Feel free to send me questions or feedback to Taska Sanford, Finches’ Founder,
curiousfinches@gmail.com
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